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Used Engine Leader Auto Part Max LLC Now Offering 24/7 Email Support &
Quotes

The extended email support is ideal for customers who need advice, have questions, or need
clarification on Auto Part Max’s inventory that contains more than 10,000 interior and exterior
replacement auto parts for dozens of domestic and import makes, years and models.

(PRWEB) April 27, 2017 -- Auto Part Max LLC (formerly Sharper Edge Engines LLC), one of the nation’s
largest online sources of used engines, remanufactured engines, rebuilt engines, used transmissions and
replacement auto parts, announced today that it is now offering email support and quotes 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.

The extended email support is ideal for customers who need advice, have questions, or need clarification on
Auto Part Max’s inventory that contains more than 10,000 interior and exterior replacement auto parts for
dozens of domestic and import makes, years and models.

At the same time, customers are welcome to call Auto Part Max toll-free at (866) 651-2992 during regular
business hours Monday through Friday, and speak to a trained and friendly support representative. Customers
can also choose to speak to the same representative on subsequent calls, which makes their experience easier
and more efficient.

Commented Jack Brower, co-owner of Auto Part Max: “Providing outstanding end-to-end support before,
during and after purchases has always been a top priority for us. Extending our email support so that it’s
available all day and every day, is another way we’re demonstrating that we’re not just a vendor, but a partner
who really cares. That’s why so many of our loyal customers have purchased from us many times over the
years, and an overwhelming number of new customers come to us through word-of-mouth referrals from their
friends, family members, colleagues, and from reading our testimonials and reviews.”

About Auto Parts Max LLC

Auto Parts Max LLC (formerly Sharper Edge Engines LLC) is one of the nation’s premiere sources for used
engines, re manufactured engines, rebuilt engines, and used transmissions, as well as more than 10,000 interior
and exterior replacement parts for dozens of domestic and import makes, years and models. The family-owned
and operated company specializes in late model power train replacements, and has earned an A+ rating with the
Better Business Bureau (BBB).
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Contact Information
Yalda Koohi
Auto Part Max LLC
http://https://www.autopartmax.com/
+1 8666512992 Ext: 1

yalda KOOHI
Auto Part Max LLC
http://https://www.autopartmax.com/
866-651-2992 1

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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